Ly6 engine

GM began producing the LY6 in as a new entry into its Vortec engine line. The LY6 also goes by
the name Vortec , which refers to its 6. In reality the LY6 has a displacement of 5, cubic inches,
which is equivalent to cubic inches. The LY6's displacement qualifies it as a small-block engine.
It uses a V8 configuration. The LY6 has an overhead valve layout with just one exhaust valve
and one intake valve per cylinder, for a total of 16 valves. Hydraulic rollers lift the valves, which
open to allow the cylinders to fire in a 1,8,7,2,6,5,4,3 sequence. The LY6 has a cast iron block
and cast aluminum cylinder head, as well as a hollow steel camshaft and a nodular iron exhaust
manifold. The LY6 has a compression ratio of 9. Its bore and stroke measure 4. The engine uses
sequential fuel injection and drivers can use regular unleaded gasoline as fuel. The LY6 has a
fuel shut-off feature that engages at 6, revolutions per minute rpm. GM included the LY6 engine
in several different vehicles for the model year. In some cases the LY6 was just one of several
options in each of these vehicles, with smaller and larger Vortec engines, as well as hybrid and
diesel variants, also available. For each application the LY6 engine achieves slightly different
power output. For example, in the Silverado Work Truck, the LY6 produces up to horsepower at
5, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 4, rpm, while the same engine makes horsepower and
foot-pounds of torque at similar engine rpm in the GMC Yukon XL. Tuning The LY6 has a
compression ratio of 9. Applications GM included the LY6 engine in several different vehicles
for the model year. Power For each application the LY6 engine achieves slightly different power
output. The rugged iron block 6. You also get the sturdy 4 th- gen full-floating connecting rods
and a boost-friendly 9. Most 6. It should be noted that the L96 engine is nearly identical to the
LY6 , with the only difference being that the L96 came flex-fuel capable from the factory. This
will definitely free up a few horsepower and the V8 burble will make your ride the center of
attention at a stop light. Trucks often come with mechanical fans that sap horsepower. An
electric fan kit will free up that power. We recommend that you talk to your local chassis dyno
tuner and decide on a computer programmer. Raising the factory redline is a big part of this
because it allows your vehicle to be in the meat of the powerband longer. Torque limiting can be
completely shut off, shift points can be raised and it makes it easier to tune for a bigger cam
and injectors later on. Before beginning the tuning process, we recommend installing a colder
thermostat to open up the LY6 tuning window. What you need is a cam that delivers a gut-punch
right when the converter hits. We recommend a dedicated truck cam. If the engine is going in a
lighter car with deep rear-end gears and a high stall converter , you can be more aggressive
with duration. To maximize torque in the mid-range in a truck cam, manufactures close the
intake valve at about degrees. Turbo cams reduce overlap with less exhaust duration split in
relation to the intake. Beyond that,. The stock rockers are good up to lbs. You will want to install
a trunnion kit for added reliability. There are a few other parts needed for a LY6 cam swap such
as an LS2 timing chain , LS7 spec lifters , LS2 timing chain damper and thick-wall chromoly
pushrods. In general, an LY6 upgrade will involve adding boost or nitrous before starting any
serious work on the cylinder heads. Flex-fuel engine injectors are a common upgrade and good
injector characterization numbers are available to maximize idle quality. In-tank fuel pumps and
external pumps are popular, but mild fabrication will be required. When running boost, you can
use a water-methanol system to supply extra fuel and lower charge air temps. If you have a
power adder, the intake and 87mm throttle body can take a backseat for a while longer. The
factory truck-style manifold has long runners for better low-end torque and makes good power
from idle through 6, rpm. If you have the LY6 in a vehicle with deeper gears, bigger converter,
cam, and the rev limit bumped, you may want to trade a little of that low-end torque for some
top-end horsepower. If so, go with a tunnel ram. Gains of 35 whp are possible with the
crossover point starting at around 5, rpm. Ask your tuner about going with a speed density
tune. Doing so will remove the MAF restriction and will give you a bit more power. They have
stronger wristpins, thicker ring lands, and the added valve reliefs allow you to run big cams.
They can handle about hp and 7, rpm in boosted applications at least for a while. They are likely
to bend before they break when subjected to real track conditions. The main reason for going
with a stroker forged crank is for the added cubic inches. The extra cubes bring boost on
quicker which means you can use bigger and more-efficient turbos. Having your machine shop
sonic check your block is a good idea. You can make 1, hp with a couple of simple upgrades
like head studs and LS9 head gaskets. We are currently in the middle of releasing both an
Engine Spec guide and an Engine Upgrade guide for each of the LS and LS-based Vortec
engines which are obviously small blocks. Here is the closest thing we could find an engine
spec sheet for this monster 8. My question is do you have to change the lifters when u do a non
vvt cam? What transmissions mount to this engine. Will my Tremec bolt right up? Lastly what
clutch do I use,â€¦LS3? I will still have the LS3 for parts as they are needed, sensors etc. Thanks
again. I am swapping my silverado 5. What crank, rods, pistons, cam, bolts, rockers, heads, etc?
I have a lot of info to sort through here for a LSA Ly6. So what is the largest forged rods and

pistons that will fit in a LY6 without bore increase? I am completely rebuilding mine and want to
upgrade. I may end up boring the block up to 30 over but dont want to sacrifice reliability. This
truck is my primary work vehicle and it needs to last but it also need more power for towing. I
already have most of the valve train purchased except new valves and seats. Also looking for 1.
Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. LS Engines LY6 6. Author: Brian
Nutter After a stint in the U. The early part of his automotive career included working for engine
builders Scott Shafiroff and C. Batten, followed by several years developing performance
pistons at Wiseco Piston Co. Where are the specs for the 8. OnAllCylinders says: April 26, at
am. Hey Bruce. Just saw it. Two things here: 1. The 8. Hope that helps, Bruce. Tyler says:
January 7, at pm. Antone Anderson says: November 10, at pm. Mike Santo says: November 24,
at am. Charles Kirkland says: January 11, at am. Jose says: October 22, at pm. Dewayne says:
December 24, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. Fly-cutting
the pistons may be required. In case you haven't been keeping up on current events, junkyard
LS engines are all the rage. You see, rather than spend big money to go out and build an
engine, you can pull a complete running one for pennies on the dollar. Every bit as important is
the fact that the complete engine comes with all the little nuts and bolts that can cause endless
hours of frustration and expense when building one from scratch. The most popular junkyard
jewel is still the 5. As good as the little 5. After all, bigger really is better. Though the next step
up the LS ladder is the 5. Though the bigger truck engines command a premium price, a 6. The
extra torque offered by a 6. Once we decided on a 6. The most common version was the LQ4.
Originally equipped with iron LS heads yep, that's right , the LQ4 was quickly upgraded to
aluminum heads in Used as the base 6. Depending on the application, the LQ4 was rated
between hp and lb-ft of torque. One step up from the LQ4 was the higher-compression LQ9. The
LQ9 was basically an LQ4 with flat-top pistons and was rated at hp and oddly enough an
LQ4-matching lb-ft of torque. The up LY6 6. What really sealed the deal on the LY6 was the use
of LS3-style rectangular port heads. The aluminum heads offered peak flow numbers of cfmâ€”a
jump of over 65 cfm per runner compared to the heads used on LQ4s and LQ9s. We like to think
of the LY6 as a smaller, iron horse version of the all-aluminum LS3. The VVT mechanism
essentially advanced and retarded the cam profile under different driving conditions to improve
things like idle, power, and driveability, as well as reduce emissions. This is the route we
figured most swap guys would take, and is exactly what we did on our LY6. To establish a
baseline before upgrading to LS3 status, we installed a fixed LQ9 cam. This factory cam profile
was nearly identical to the VVT cam, minus the ability to advance and retard the cam timing. We
also replaced the factory drive-by-wire 90mm throttle body used on the LY6 with a manual
92mm unit. Run in this configuration, the LY6 produced peak numbers of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft
of torque at 4, rpm. Since the LY6 already featured the rectangular port heads, all we needed to
complete the LS3 transformation was the LS3 cam and intake manifold. Truth be told, we
compared the low-profile LS3 intake to the LY6 truck intake and there was almost no difference
in power between the two. The LS3 intake might be a better option for tight hood-clearance
applications, but from a performance standpoint there was little to choose from between the
two. We swapped out the LQ9 cam 0. As luck would have it, the LY6 was factory equipped with
valvesprings that matched those found on the LS3 so no spring upgrade was necessary for the
swap. The LS3 cam upgrade did require the single-bolt cam gear and large cam-retaining bolt.
The cam swap was combined with the low-profile LS3 intake. Once upgraded, the LS3-cammed
LY6 produced peak numbers of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Basically, the LS3 cam
was worth over 30 hp measured peak to peak, and more than 50 hp at 6, rpm. The iron horse
LY6 was now ready for some boost, nitrous, or even more aggressive cam timing. Close Ad.
Richard Holdener Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The LY6 engine is a 6. For
marketing purposes, it was also known as the Vortec The engine specs and information listed
here is for a stock LY6 engine. These motors are capable of making a lot of horsepower, and
respond well to upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads, intake systems,
cams, and nitrous oxide. Read : LY6 6. Summit Racing has created a series of comprehensive
guides for each engine in the LS family, so engine builders and tuners can have a handy
reference for their projects. This guide is specifically about the GM LY6. Building a 6. Want to
change out dish Pistons with flat tops. My question is I want to use a. Is there going to be a
valve to piston clearance problem? Pingback: LY6 6. Excellent post. I was checking constantly
this blog and I am impressed! I was seeking this particular info for a very long time. For most
recent news you have to pay a visit web and on the web I found this web page as a best site for
latest updates. I got this web page from my buddy who informed me about this web site and
now this time I am browsing this website and reading very informative posts here. Good

information. Lucky me I recently found your website by accident stumbleupon. I have
book-marked it for later! Can you tell me if it would work or recommend another cam? Some in
my Hummer club have successfully done this and typically go through and build up their
transmissions at the same time. I plan to do the same. Is it that they got L92 heads and a car
intake manifold? I am looking to either buy a crate engine with a warranty or totally rebuild one.
If I go the rebuild route I would want to consider light mods that add perhaps HP but retain or
improve excellent reliability. Looking to stick to around HP and bulletproof. Pingback: L96 6. I
am looking to do a ls swap in my oldsmobile dynamic I really need assistance for this one. Your
email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore
Spacing 4. Cam Housing Bore Dia. Cam-to-Crank Centerline 4. Connecting Rod Housing Bore 2.
Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Reluctor Wheel 58X. Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Pushrod Length 7.
Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. I have a 6. OnAllCylinders Staff says: March 30, at am. Johnny
Case says: April 27, at pm. Dewayne knowles says: March 2, at am. Daftar Togel says:
December 11, at am. Agen Togel says: December 11, at am. Wonderful post but I was wanting to
know if you could write a litte more on this topic? Thank you! Situs Togel says: December 11, at
am. Thank you and good luck. Lan says: December 11, at pm. Agen togel says: December 11, at
pm. Agen Togel says: December 11, at pm. Situs Togel says: December 11, at pm. Lance says:
December 13, at am. Richard Vonderhaar says: February 28, at pm. Rob in Colorado says: July
9, at pm. Any advice? Frederick Hickling says: July 24, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email
address will not be published. We have seen it happen again and again, but no matter how
many times you see the impressive power gains offered by a cam swap on an LS application, it
never gets old. The go-to LS for most enthusiasts remains the venerable 5. Used in millions of
GM truck applications, the workhorses are available in droves at local wrecking yards. Blessed
with adequate displacement, compression and head flow, the 5. What you have in the factory
LS, is a motor that possesses everything else it needs besides adequate cam timing. The
combination of sufficient displacement, adequate head flow and a good intake manifold mean
all that is missing is a good cam. As good as these little 5. The answer to this question is yes,
but a 6. The 6. The most prevalent seem to be the LQ4, but these only came equipped with iron
heads in The slightly higher compression LQ9 versions with flat-top pistons offered a tad more
power, but things started to get serious for truck owners once GM introduced the
rectangular-port heads on the 6. To put things into perspective, the switch from the
already-good, cathedral-port used on the LQ4 and LQ9 motors to the heads on the LY6 and L76
variants, resulted in an increase in airflow of cfm per runner! That is a huge jump in potential
power, with no other change. That these later motors also featured higher compression than the
LQ4 and VVT showed that truck engineers were certainly listening to the needs of truck owners.
The question for us was, with the advent of these rec-port headed 6. Out came the VVT cam and
mechanism see photos and in went a standard 6. According to our research, this cam profile
offered identical specs to the VVT version, minus the ability to advance and retard the cam
timing. Run at WOT, the VVT would retard the cam timing slightly to improve power, but we
figured the vast majority of engine-swap applications would opt for the locked cam anyway. Run
on the dyno with the LQ4 cam specs-. After establishing the baseline, we decided to swap in
one of our favorite rec-port cam grinds offered by COMP Cams. The cam offered a. This cam
was getting near the limit of available piston-to-valve clearance with the factory piston and large
valve used on the rec-port heads. Designed with extra exhaust duration to offset the flow
differential between the high-flow intake and standard LS exhaust ports, the cam has always
proven powerful even on cathedral-port applications. In addition to the cam, we also installed a
set of beehive valve springs. The spring upgrade was necessary to provide adequate spring
pressure and coil-bind clearance for the. Swapping the springs was made simple with the use of
a dual-spring compressor. Measured peak to peak, the cam improved the power output by over
hp. The gains were even greater higher in the rev range, as the factory LQ4 cam fell off rapidly
at higher engine speeds. To test the power output of the VVT-equipped 6. Other than the ability
to advance and retard the cam, the specs were said to be identical. Equipped with the fixed
stock cam, headers and FAST mm throttle body, the otherwise stock LY6 produced hp at 5, rpm
and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. After installation of the COMP cam, the power output jumped to hp
at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm. The COMP cam and valve spring upgrade was worth an
easy horsepower on this rec-port 6. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password?
Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. What is a good rec-port
cam worth on an LY6 6. Attitude Adjustment: Valve Lash for Power. NEWS Continue to the
category. Load more. Privacy Contact Us. All rights reserved. In case you haven't been keeping
up on current events, junkyard LS engines are all the rage. You see, rather than spend big

money to go out and build an engine, you can pull a complete running one for pennies on the
dollar. Every bit as important is the fact that the complete engine comes with all the little nuts
and bolts that can cause endless hours of frustration and expense when building one from
scratch. The most popular junkyard jewel is still the 5. As good as the little 5. After all, bigger
really is better. Though the next step up the LS ladder is the 5. Though the bigger truck engines
command a premium price, a 6. The extra torque offered by a 6. Once we decided on a 6. The
most common version was the LQ4. Originally equipped with iron LS heads yep, that's right ,
the LQ4 was quickly upgraded to aluminum heads in Used as the base 6. Depending on the
application, the LQ4 was rated between hp and lb-ft of torque. One step up from the LQ4 was
the higher-compression LQ9. The LQ9 was basically an LQ4 with flat-top pistons and was rated
at hp and oddly enough an LQ4-matching lb-ft of torque. The up LY6 6. What really sealed the
deal on the LY6 was the use of LS3-style rectangular port heads. The aluminum heads offered
peak flow numbers of cfmâ€”a jump of over 65 cfm per runner compared to the heads used on
LQ4s and LQ9s. We like to think of the LY6 as a smaller, iron horse version of the all-aluminum
LS3. The VVT mechanism essentially advanced and retarded the cam profile under different
driving conditions to improve things like idle, power, and driveability, as well as reduce
emissions. This is the route we figured most swap guys would take, and is exactly what we did
on our LY6. To establish a baseline before upgrading to LS3 status, we installed a fixed LQ9
cam. This factory cam profile was nearly identical to the VVT cam, minus the ability to advance
and retard the cam timing. We also replaced the factory drive-by-wire 90mm throttle body used
on the LY6 with a manual 92mm unit. Run in this configuration, the LY6 produced peak numbers
of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Since the LY6 already featured the rectangular port
heads, all we needed to complete the LS3 transformation was the LS3 cam and intake manifold.
Truth be told, we compared the low-profile LS3 intake to the LY6 truck intake and there was
almost no difference in power between the two. The LS3 intake might be a better option for tight
hood-clearance applications, but from a performance standpoint there was little to choose from
between the two. We swapped out the LQ9 cam 0. As luck would have it, the LY6 was factory
equipped with valvesprings that matched those found on the LS3 so no spring upgrade was
necessary for the swap. The LS3 cam upgrade did require the single-bolt cam gear and large
cam-retaining bolt. The cam swap was combined with the low-profile LS3 intake. Once
upgraded, the LS3-cammed LY6 produced peak numbers of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4,
rpm. Basically, the LS3 cam was worth over 30 hp measured peak to peak, and more than 50 hp
at 6, rpm. The iron horse LY6 was now ready for some boost, nitrous, or even more aggressive
cam timing. We treat a small-block Chevy build to a host of modern upgrades to deliver LS
reliability with old-school charm. Chevy High-Performance. How To. View Full Gallery. Sources
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